2016 Award Recipients

Citation for Outstanding Graduating Senior
- Jessica Farnham, ACS
- Patrick Fitzgerald, ACS
- Sydnee Green, ACS
- Adam Jenkins, ACS
- Colton Ku, Pharmaceutical
- Roberto Nava, Pharmaceutical
- Austin Phung, Pharmaceutical
- Sahana Rajan, Pharmaceutical
- Andrew Teuthorn, ACS
- Sokena Zaidi, Pharmaceutical

Outstanding Graduating Senior Award
- Sydnee Green
- Adam Jenkins
- Sahana Rajan

Scholarship for Outstanding Performance in the Major
- Sheila Angulo
- Matthew Cheung
- Ardavan Farahvash
- Alexandra Greb
- Navtej Grewal
- Zackery Gruey
- Noura Itani
- Adam Kagel
- Ming Yin Kwong
- Yiyun Liu
- Jonathan Luke
• Alexandra Milkey
• Minh Nguyen
• Kyle Phan
• Jenna Pregent
• Brian Roehrich
• Marina Shatskikh
• Jeanelle Smoot
• Alexander Staat
• Sara Stanley
• Khoi Tran
• Alec Tyra
• Holly Vickery
• Maria Wong Chang

Richard Larock Undergraduate Research Award
• Colin Unger, Kovnir Group (1st Place)
• Sahana Rajan, Ames Group (2nd Place)
• Sydnee Green, David Group and Andrew Teuthorn, Kurth Group (tied-3rd Place)

Hach Scientific Foundation Award
• Jessica Farnham
• Michael Green

Ramin Najafi/Novabay Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Undergraduate Award in Medicinal Chemistry
• Colton Ku

Outstanding Contribution to the Undergraduate Class
• Anna Johnston

Maureen Bellettini Undergraduate Research Award
• Sarah Potter
Maureen Bellettini Memorial Book Award
- Ben Wigman

ACS Undergraduate Award Nominee - Analytical
- Ardavan Farahvash

ACS Undergraduate Award Nominee - Inorganic
- Sokena Zaidi

ACS Undergraduate Award Nominee - Organic
- Colton Ku

Provost's Undergraduate Fellowship Awards
- Ada Kwong, Shaw Group

McNair Program Scholars
- Blanca Gomez
- Maria Wong Chang

Beckman Scholar
- Ada Kwong

2016 Graduating Seniors Awarded Departmental High or Highest Honors
- Joseph Beckett, Mascal Group (Highest)
- Bill Chan, Siegel Group (Highest)
- Haley Cynar, Russell Group, Earth and Planetary Sciences (Highest)
- Sydnee Green, David Group (Highest)
- Adam Jenkins, Ng Group (Highest)
- Anna Johnston, Osterloh Group (Highest)
- Sarah Llyod, Osterloh Group (Highest)
- Roberto Nava, Wulff Group (Highest)
- Austin Phung, Wang Group (Highest)
- Sahana Rajan, Ames Group (Highest)
- Carolina Ryklansky, Siegel Group (Highest)
- Jason Yun, Louie Group (Highest)
- Sokena Zaidi, Berben Group (High)